
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

A universal view of the global  
equity market

ICB is a globally utilized standard for 
the categorization and comparison of 
companies by industry and sector. The 
official sector classification system used 
across FTSE Russell’s equity indexes, ICB 
is designed to facilitate every step of the 
investment process, from reporting, to 
research, to product design.
Approximately 85,000 equity securities are classified according to ICB’s 
four-tiered structure, which serves as the basis for either top-down or 
bottom-up analysis, stock selection, and performance measurement. 
The Industry and Supersector categories are designed for sector-based 
investment strategies, while additional granularity is provided at the Sector 
and Subsector levels.

Investor-focused
ICB was launched in 2005 and enhanced in 
2019 with the integration of the Russell Global 
Sectors (RGS) classification scheme and additional 
structural enhancements.

A market-engaged governance process and 
a proactive, thorough maintenance schedule 
ensure the ICB framework remains relevant and 
companies are classified accurately.

Comprehensive
Coverage that extends well beyond the FTSE 
Russell equity index universe, with approximately 
85,000 equity securities from over 80 countries 
and150 active exchanges globally.

Unbiased
Rules based, transparent classification 
methodology that utilizes revenue source  
data and other publicly available information.1

Industry Classification 
Benchmark (ICB)

1 For more information, please refer to the ICB Ground Rules

11 INDUSTRIES

20 SUPERSECTORS

45 SECTORS

173 SUBSECTORS

https://www.ftse.com/products/downloads/ICB_Rules_new.pdf
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Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB)

ICB meets needs across the investment ecosystem

ICB’s strong governance framework ensures relevance and reliability

ICB deliverables

FTSE Russell index constituent files: ICB classifications are provided for all index constituents

ICB Universe files: A weekly deliverable that provides ICB classifications for roughly 85,000 companies globally. Files are produced  
on the last business day of the week and are available by 10:00 p.m. EST

 − ICB Universe daily update files: A daily deliverable that provides classification changes. Files are produced at the end of each 
business day and are available by 10:00 p.m. EST

 − ICB Universe history files: Quarterly snapshots are available from June 2008

Exchanges Index providers
Investment 
managers

Analyst and 
economists

Data providers

 − Global tracking and 
reporting

 − Security classification
 − Grouping securities 

by industry

 − Index sector 
weightings

 − Index attribution 
analysis

 − Sector indexes for 
passive investing

 − Investment products
 − Portfolio sector 

weightings – 
mandate adherence

 − Portfolio and 
benchmark 
attribution analysis

 − Global market trends
 − Deep sector analysis
 − Historical 

comparisons

 − Site mapping
 − List filtering
 − Analytics

Policy & taxonomy Guidelines Challenges Maintenance

 − The Industry Classification 
Advisory Committee is 
comprised of independent 
market practitioners who 
consult on the relevance of 
the ICB ground rules and 
structure and support the 
governance processes

 − Classification guidelines 
are established based on 
research and market trends.

 − Companies and market 
participants serve as a 
valuable check point to 
ensure accurate company 
classification

 − Challenges to classifications 
are reviewed through 
standard governance 
channels

 − Structural changes 
to the ICB taxonomy 
are evolutionary and 
are undertaken after 
market and committee 
consultations

 − A minimum of six months’ 
notice is provided for 
structural changes
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About FTSE Russell
FTSE Russell is a leading global provider of index and benchmark solutions, spanning diverse asset classes and investment objectives. As a trusted 
investment partner we help investors make better-informed investment decisions, manage risk, and seize opportunities. 
Market participants look to us for our expertise in developing and managing global index solutions across asset classes. Asset owners, asset managers, 
ETF providers and investment banks choose FTSE Russell solutions to benchmark their investment performance and create investment funds, ETFs, 
structured products, and index-based derivatives. Our clients use our solutions for asset allocation, investment strategy analysis and risk management, 
and value us for our robust governance process and operational integrity. 
For over 35 years we have been at the forefront of driving change for the investor, always innovating to shape the next generation of benchmarks and 
investment solutions that open up new opportunities for the global investment community. 

To learn more, visit lseg.com/ftse-russell; email info@ftserussell.com; or call your regional Client Service team office:

EMEA +44 (0) 20 7866 1810
North America +1 877 503 6437

Asia-Pacific
Hong Kong +852 2164 3333
Tokyo +81 (3) 6441 1430
Sydney +61 (0)2 7228 5659
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